
Fountain of Light

There is a precious light in each of 
us. A light birthed from the heart 
of our Loving Father-Mother God.  
This light is different than the Soul 

Light. 

This light is called the Fountain of 
Light. Each and every energy center 
in your body - you call chakras -

major and minor chakras has its own 
light and is connected to the 

Fountain of Light. 

This fountain of light is an extension 
of the great Central Sun.  Great 
Central Sun energy is the highest 

evolutionary point for Earth in this 
solar system. 

The original energy of Adam species 
known as Adam Kadmon exists in the 

Great Central Sun.  

You can connect to this original 
energy of Adam Kadmon through the 

Fountain of Light inside of you. 
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From your third eye area, up to the 
12th chakra is the resting place of 
this Fountain of Light.   Your third 
eye is not merely the Eye of your 
Soul, it is a storehouse of many 

wisdom. 

There are four energies stored in 
your third eye area. 

Energy of Rainbow Codes

Energy of Trinity Codes

Energy of Signature Light Codes

Energy of Fountain of Light - Codes

These four energies lie dormant till 
it is awakened through intent and 

awareness. 

These four energies are carried 
forward in all life streams and it is 
enhanced by one’s awakening and 
advancement and the efforts one 
puts in one’s spiritual growth.  
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These four energies represent the 
four parts of you - the evolution of 

your Soul on these levels –

1. Physical or Earth Level - Rainbow 
codes support the physical level
2. Galactic level -Trinity code 
supports the Galactic Level 

3. Solar level - Signature code 
supports the Solar Level 

4. Universal Level - Fountain of Light 
code supports the Universal Level. 

Although the evolution of humankind 
for this program of light is the 5th 
dimension and into becoming Omega 
man and merging with the Adam 

consciousness, one can through intent 
and practice move beyond Omega 

man, into the Order of Lord 
Maitreya who holds the office of the 

Universal Christ.

We encourage all of you to work on 
these four evolutionary codes and 

become the Buddha, you are meant 
to be.
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